THE RENAISSANCE RANGE - GRC

THE RAPHAEL
H: 750 | TOP DIAM: 885 | BASE DIAM: 500

THE VASARI
H: 585 | D: 914

THE SOLARI
H: 660 | D: 864

THE SOLARI MEDI
H: 535 | TOP DIAM: 700

THE OIL JAR
H: 800 | TOP DIAM: 400 | BASE DIAM: 584
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THE MODERNIST RANGE - GRC

**THE MONTE CARLO**
H: 1200 | TOP DIAM: 1200

**THE MANHATTAN**
H: 910 | TOP DIAM: 550 | BASE DIAM: 270

**THE TURES**
H: 700 | D: 500

**THE ST. TROPEZ**
H: 900 | TOP DIAM: 900 | BASE DIAM: 540

**THE FLUTE**
H: 740 | BASE W: 400 | RIM W: 600

**THE LYON**
H: 500 | W: 650

Whilst WilsonStone cc endeavours to meet customer expectations, colour of products and colour consistency within products supplied by WilsonStone cc cannot be guaranteed due to the natural colour and aggregate size variation of the sand used to produce the relevant products. Samples if provided can therefore only be used as indicators of texture.
THE MODERNIST RANGE - GRC

THE HATFIELD MEDIUM
H: 500 | TOP DIAM: 740

THE HATFIELD LARGE
H: 700 | TOP DIAM: 980

THE TURIN
H: 770 | W: 450

THE TORINO
H: 840 | RIM WIDTH: 590
THE ROYAL RANGE - GRC

THE BABY GEORGE
H: 250 | D: 500

THE WINDSOR BOWL
H: 415 | D: 800

THE WINDSOR BOWL LARGE
H: 500 | D: 1200

THE FIREPIT
H: 500 | W: 280 | D: 1200

THE RIO BOWL
H: 560 | D: 2100

THE RIO BOWL MEDIUM
H: 390 | D: 1500

Whilst WilsonStone cc endeavours to meet customer expectations, colour of products and colour consistency within products supplied by WilsonStone cc cannot be guaranteed due to the natural colour and aggregate size variation of the sand used to produce the relevant products. Samples if provided can therefore only be used as indicators of texture.
THE HIGHLANDS RANGE - GRC

THE ST. ANDREWS
H: 565 | D: 670

THE STERLING
H: 540 | D: 650

THE ABERDEEN 400
H: 325 | D: 420

THE ABERDEEN 600
H: 620 | D: 610

THE ABERDEEN 750
H: 750 | D: 740

THE ABERDEEN 1100
H: 1007 | D: 1090
Whilst WilsonStone cc endeavours to meet customer expectations, colour of products and colour consistency within products supplied by WilsonStone cc cannot be guaranteed due to the natural colour and aggregate size variation of the sand used to produce the relevant products. Samples if provided can therefore only be used as indicators of texture.
THE CUBIST RANGE - GRC

THE 250 CUBE
H: 275 | W: 250 | L: 250

THE 350 CUBE
H: 385 | W: 350 | L: 350

THE 500 CUBE
H: 535 | W: 500 | L: 500

THE 700 CUBE
H: 730 | W: 700 | L: 700

THE 1000 CUBE
H: 1000 | W: 1000 | L: 1000

THE 1200 CUBE
H: 1200 | W: 1000 | L: 1000
THE CUBIST RANGE - GRC

THE LEITH TROUGH
H: 385 | W: 300 | L: 895

THE MERRIMAN TROUGH
H: 500 | W: 350 | L: 870

THE 500 CUBE TROUGH
H: 500 | W: 500 | L: 1500

THE MICHAEL ANGELO TROUGH
EXTERIOR POT - H: 700 | W: 450 | L: 1600
LINER POT - H: 300 | W: 360 | L: 1500
DRIP TRAY - H: 60 | W: 520 | L: 1670

THE HOUGHTON TROUGH

THE HOUGHTON TROUGH LARGE

Whilst WilsonStone cc endeavours to meet customer expectations, colour of products and colour consistency within products supplied by WilsonStone cc cannot be guaranteed due to the natural colour and aggregate size variation of the sand used to produce the relevant products. Samples if provided can therefore only be used as indicators of texture.
THE CUBIST RANGE - GRC

THE KENSINGTON TROUGH
H: 535 | W: 600 | L: 1200

THE KENSINGTON TROUGH LARGE
H: 600 | W: 530 | L: 1800

ARRAS SQUARE
H: 670 | W: 630

THE ARRAS LARGE
H: 640 | W: 490 | L: 990

THE LYON TROUGH

THE THREE RING
H: 920 | W: 770 | L: 770
Whilst WilsonStone cc endeavours to meet customer expectations, colour of products and colour consistency within products supplied by WilsonStone cc cannot be guaranteed due to the natural colour and aggregate size variation of the sand used to produce the relevant products. Samples if provided can therefore only be used as indicators of texture.
THE TRADITIONAL RANGE - RECONSTRUCTED SANDSTONE

CLARENCE URN
H: 720 | D: 520

WESTBURY
H: 730 | D: 590

PEDESTAL SMALL
H: 600 | W: 440 | L: 440

PEDESTAL LARGE
H: 970 | W: 595 | L: 595
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FINISHES - Please state your colour choice with your order

GRC FINISHES

CHARCOAL

SANDSTONE

ORIGINAL

TERRA COTTA

LIMESTONE

GREY

REC. SANDSTONE / GREY FINISHES

REC. SANDSTONE

GREY

Whilst WilsonStone cc endeavours to meet customer expectations, colour of products and colour consistency within products supplied by WilsonStone cc cannot be guaranteed due to the natural colour and aggregate size variation of the sand used to produce the relevant products. Samples if provided can therefore only be used as indicators of texture.
FEET
Feet raise the planter off the floor and facilitate easy drainage and cleaning.

DRIP TRAYS
Our standard drip tray is the same size as the base of the planter. The planter stands on top of the drip tray. This maximizes the amount of water the drip tray holds and prevents the planter from being stained by the water in the drip tray.